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Abstract: The real author of Man Jiang Hong has been in scholarly dispute since Yu Jiaxi first challenged in 1930s. The purpose of
this paper is to prove the real author was Yue Fei, and explain questions about literature and bibliography. By text interpretation and literary
analysis, the writer shows that Man Jiang Hong reflected Yue Fei’s experience and patriotism. It was also coincident with Yue Fei’s other
works both in content and style. Man Jiang Hong was not recorded in Jin Tuo Cui Bian or other books in the Southern Song Dynasty, Jin
Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty. Because it might be a taboo for political and ethnic reasons and it was not allowed spread openly in those
dynasties. However, it was handed down among people and reappeared after Tumu Crisis in the Mid-Ming Dynasty.
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Introduction

there was no record until in the Ming Dynasty? If not Yue Fei, who
was the real author? To solve these questions, this paper will focus

Man Jiang Hong is one of the most famous prose poems

on the text interpretation and literature analysis. There are three

(Song-Ci) in ancient Chinese literature. However, the author of

major sections as fallows. Section one reviews and analyzes

Man Jiang Hong has been a controversial topic so far. Chinese

questionable points about the viewpoint that the author was Yue

people had always believed that the author was Yue Fei, the

Fei. Section two proves that the real author was Yue Fei, including

famous patriotic general in the Southern Song Dynasty

the evidence against some general in the Ming Dynasty and

(1127-1279). However, Yu Jiaxi first challenged the author of Man

evidence for Yue Fei. Section three shows explanation for

Jiang Hong in his Textual Research on the Catalogue of Imperial

literature and bibliography, including the reason why there was no

Collection of Four in the 1930s. He thought that as the most

record in Jin Tuo Cui Bian or any other books in the Southern

representative composition of Yue Fei, Man Jiang Hong wasn’t

Song Dynasty, Jin Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty, and the reason why it

collected in Jin Tuo Cui Bian, or recorded in any other books in

appeared in the Ming Dynasty.

the Southern Song Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty (1206-1368). It was
really questionable that the prose poem Man Jiang Hong under the

1. Questionable Points that the author was Yue Fei

name Yue Fei appeared suddenly in the Ming Dynasty

Jin Tuo Cui Bian is the compilation of Yue Fei’s biographical

(1368-1644). From then on, it caused a great controversy in the

information, report paper to the emperor, literary compositions and

academic circle.

so on, collected and arranged by Yue Lin, Yue Fei’s son, and Yue

Xia Chengtao put forward another important doubtful point

Ke, Yue Fei’s grandson, to vindicate and honor Yue Fei, a patriotic

that the Helan Mountains in this poem was the place where Yue

general wrongly accused and executed. However, as the most

Fei had never arrived during the war resisting against the Jin

representative composition of Yue Fei, Man Jiang Hong wasn’t

Dynasty (1115-1234). So it could not be written by Yue Fei. The

collected in this book. As Yue Ke said in the preface of Collection

author of Man Jiang Hong might be Wang Yue or other generals

of King E (Yue Fei’s posthumous title), he travelled from place to

with higher literature accomplishment in the Ming Dynasty.

place and interviewed insiders, to find and collect information

Because they once fought against Tartar around the Helan

about his late-grandfather, including official records, stories among

Mountains. Hui Kangyou thought the author was Yu Qian, another

the people and manuscripts scattered around the country. Day after

general in the Ming Dynasty. But Deng Guangming still believed

day, he recorded almost every word related to Yue Fei and finally

that the author was Yue Fei. Because Man Jiang Hong has many

finished the compilation of Jin Tuo Cui Bian. So it is unlikely that

similarities with Yue Fei’s other compositions. And it might be

Yue Ke missed Man Jiang Hong, the most representative work of

missed by Yue Ke when he compiled Jin Tuo Cui Bian.

Yue Fei. That Man Jiang Hong was written by Yue Fei is indeed

I think the most important question is why there was no

doubtful.

record of Man Jiang Hong in the Southern Song Dynasty, Jin

Moreover, there was no record about Man Jiang Hong in the

Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty. If the real author were Yue Fei, why

Southern Song Dynasty, Jin Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty — official
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and personal bibliographies didn’t record it; Scholars and poets

Jingkang Incident, that is, Tumu Crisis, happened in 1449, the 14th

didn’t quote or mention it. The only marks found recent years have

year of Zhengtong period under the reign of Emperor Yingzong. In

been proved to be false and unauthentic, including poetic criticism

July, Oirat attacked Datong (in Shanxi Provence). So Emperor

collection Gu Jin Shi Hua, note novel Song Bai Lei Chao, Yuan

Yingzong led his troops and went on the expedition personally.

poetic drama Anti-Jin story of Yue Fei.

One month later, Ming troops suffered a crushing defeat in

Until the middle of the Ming Dynasty, the prose poem Man

Tumupu — the emperor was captured. Two hundred thousand

Jiang Hong under the name Yue Fei appeared. At first, Yuan Chun

soldiers and ministers were killed. And then the capital Beijing

arranged a collection called Records on Loyalty. He collected

was also besieged. However, Wang Yue was a general in

major works of Yue Fei and other people who commemorated or

Chenghua, Hongzhi period under the reign of Emperor Xianzong

extolled him after Yue Fei Temple completed as a memorial in

and Emperor Xiaozong, more than a decade after Tumu Crisis.

Tangyin, Henan Province, in 1451, the 2nd year of Jingtai period

Consequently, Wang Yue couldn’t use such an allusion to express

under the reign of Emperor Daizong in the Ming Dynasty. And

his indignation for the fall of the motherland.

Man Jiang Hong was collected in this book by Yuan Chun. Then it

Second, the author couldn’t be Yu Qian. Yu Qian indeed

was inscribed on the stone tablet in this temple, in 1458, the 2nd

experienced Tumu Crisis. However, when the capital Beijing was

year of Tianshun period under the reign of Emperor Yingzong.

besieged by Oirat invaders, Yu Qian organized soldiers and

After that Man Jiang Hong was inscribed on the stone tablet in

civilians in Beijing rapidly and beat Oirat troops eventually. And

another Yue Fei Temple in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province where

one year later, Oirat released Emperor Yingzong. That is to say, for

Yue Fei was buried in 1498, the 11th year of Hongzhi period under

Yu Qian, he had the capacity to fight against the enemy and finally

the reign of Emperor Xiaozong and collected in Works Left of Yue

he succeeded. Therefore, he needn’t express such grief and regret

Fei by Xu Jie in 1536, the 15th year of Jiajing period under the

in the poem. On the other hand, it was Emperor Yingzong who

reign of Emperor Shizong. Without any record before, Man Jiang

went on the expedition personally to fight against Oirat. Although

Hong appeared suddenly in the Mid-Ming Dynasty. It was under

he was defeated and captured, he was different from Emperor

the name of Yue Fei and well known by people since then. So it is

Qinzong and his father, who were captured because the enemy

necessary to challenge the author of Man Jiang Hong according to

broke through the capital and destroyed their empire. Tumupu was

the literature documentation.

only a border city and the enemy who besieged the capital was

2. Discussion on the Real Author of Man Jiang Hong
2.1 Evidence against that the author was someone in the
Ming Dynasty

also beaten back rapidly by Yu Qian. Tumu Crisis was a crisis
while Jingkang Incident was a great incident which resulted in the
fall of the Northern Song Dynasty. Consequently, people in the
Ming Dynasty didn’t have the same shame and indignation like

Since Man Jiang Hong appeared in the Ming Dynasty, and it

people in the Song Dynasty who suffered national subjugation.

might not be written by Yue Fei, could the true author be someone

They needn’t use such a serious allusion or express such hatred for

in the Ming Dynasty? There are mainly two viewpoints in the

invaders. It was unlikely that Man Jiang Hong was written by

academic circle: Wang Yue and Yu Qian.

someone in the Ming Dynasty.

First, the author couldn’t be Wang Yue. There are sentences in

2.2 Evidence for that the author was Yue Fei

Man Jiang Hong as follows: “The Jingkang national insult, Is yet

Some scholars thought that the author of Man Jiang Hong

to be avenged; Your servants shame, When will it be erased?”

was not Yue Fei but other generals with higher literature

These sentences referred to a famous history event called Jingkang

accomplishment like Wang Yue. However, in Jin Tuo Cui Bian,

Incident. During the Song Dynasty, there were also three main

there are ten volumes of compositions called Collection of King E.

independent kingdoms established by nomads in the northern

Most of these compositions were written by Yue Fei himself. So he

China, including the Liao Dynasty (907-1125) in the north, the

was competent enough to write such a prose poem.

Western Xia regime (1038-1227) in the northwest, and the Jin

Second, Man Jiang Hong expresses the heroism, patriotism

Dynasty in the northeast. Those three kingdoms often intruded into

and allegiance of the author. By text interpretation and historical

the border areas. The Jin Dynasty was extremely ambitious. After

materials analysis, Man Jiang Hong reflected Yue Fei’s experience,

conquered Liao, Jin invaders broke through the capital Bianjing

thoughts and feelings, and historical background in the Jingkang

(Kaifeng, in Henan Province) and captured Emperor Qinzong and

Incident. Let’s analyze the original text:

his father Huizong in 1127, the last year of Jingkang period under

To the tune of "The Whole River Red"

the reign of Emperor Qinzong. As a result, the Northern Song

Rage bristling under the cap,

Dynasty perished. Then Emperor Gaozong, Emperor Qinzong’s

I lean against the railing;

brother, rebuilt a new empire in southern China with its capital in

The rushing rain has ceased.

Lin’an (Hangzhou, in Zhejiang Province).
In the Ming Dynasty, there was only one event similar to

Lifting my eyes,
Towards the sky I let out a battle cry,
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with Yue Fei. It was possible that Yue Fei composed this Man
Jiang Hong in the battle against Jin invaders.
Third, from the style of this poem, Man Jiang Hong had

Do not let it slip away;

many similarities with Yue Fei’s other works. Yue Fei’s works

When a young man’s head turns grey,

were always filling with resentment of invaders, regrets for not

Regret will be too late!

recovering the lost territories, and allegiance to the emperor and
empire. For example, the Mountain Shrine League Record

The Jingkang national insult,

collected in Collection of King E :

Is yet to be avenged.

Since the Central Plains were trapped into chaos, foreign

Your servants’ shame,

invaders started wars frequently. I have experienced more than

When will it be erased?

200 times of fighting since I joined into army from Hebei State.

Let us ride the long chariots,

Although failed to march into the enemy's lair, I also washed

To crush the Helan Mountains.

national humiliation one of ten thousand. Recently, I defeated the

Glorious quest: to feast on the flesh of the Hu invaders,

invaders and recovered Jiankang (Nanjing, in Jiangsu Province).

We laugh and chat and quench our thirst with Huns blood.

Unfortunately, I couldn’t continue the counterattack.

Let us start;

I had to now come back to let troops rest and recharge. Then

To take back our rivers and mountains,

I will motivate soldiers and expect to beat again. We will battle

And report to the Heavenly Palace.

north across the desert and assault the court of the invaders. We

In the first six sentences in the opening part, the author was so

will kill the enemy all and spatter their blood everywhere. And

indignant that his hair bristled under the cap. There were two

then we will meet the two emperors back to the palace and recover

reasons why the author could hardly contain his indignation in the

the lost territories. So the court will no longer worry about the

following. In the first half of this prose poem, the author said that

invaders and the emperor will sleep peacefully. This is my wish all.

he went on expeditions day and night, but all the fame and honors

As is shown in this record article above, Yue Fei first stated

would turn into dust if he couldn’t achieve ultimate success. It

his experience in the war fighting against Jin invaders, then

would be too late for regrets when he grew old. The “ultimate

expressed his eagerness to kill the invaders, recover the lost

success” means beating back the Jin invaders and recovering the

territories and rescue the two emperors captured. We can find that

lost territories. So the first reason for his indignation was that he

both the heroic style and structure of the article, and the emotions

was anxious to defeat the invaders and make contributions but he

and ambition of the author are coincident with Man Jiang Hong. It

hadn’t achieved his goals.

may not be a coincidence.

The second reason came from the enemy as was shown in the

Last but not least, Song-Ci (prose poem) was the most

second half. The author obviously outpours his deep resentment to

popular literary form in the Song Dynasty. Prose poem sprang up

invaders. During the Jingkang Incident, Jin invaders broke through

in the late Tang Dynasty. It was used to sing to music by singing

the capital Bianjing and captured Emperor Qinzong and his father

girls at feasts in early stage. In the Song Dynasty, prose poem

Huizong, resulting in the North Song Dynasty’s ruin. Although

gradually became a literary form. Different from poem, prose

Emperor Qinzong’s brother, Emperor Gaozong rebuilt a new

poem usually expressed love in an amorous style. Until after the

empire in southern China, most of the territories in the north was

creation of Su Shi and Xin Qiji, prose poem was also used to

invaded by the Jin Dynasty and people suffered from massacre and

express ideals of intellectuals and broke away from musical form

slavery. It was grave sorrow and disaster for every patriot and

like poetry. Prose poem was so popular in the Song Dynasty that it

survivor. Consequently, the author swore that he would feast on

was also called Song-Ci, another peak of ancient Chinese literature

the flesh of the invaders and quench thirst with their blood, and

compared favorably with the Tang Poetry. However, in the ensuing

recover the lost territories to serve his emperor. Eating flesh and

period of the Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties, prose poem was

drinking blood were of course exaggeration to extremely express

still regarded as an amorous literary style and lack of solemnity.

his hatred for the invaders. One could hardly write such a piece of

Ancient Chinese intellectuals were so courtly and reserved that

work without such experience like Yue Fei — national subjugation,

they seldom described and expressed love. Generally speaking,

long time combat with invaders, deep hatred of the enemy and

they expressed their kinds of emotions and ideals by poem while

strong eager to recover the lost territories. One could hardly

love and lovesickness for their lovers by prose poem. For this

express such militant spirit, patriotism and heroism that could

reason, Yue Fei was more likely to write a prose poem than

move and inspire everyone reading it. In conclusion, the historical

someone in the Ming Dynasty, especially when he was meant to

background in this prose poem was about the Jingkang Incident;

express such heroism, patriotism and loyalty.

the experience of expedition, heroism and patriotism, resentment

As for the Helan Mountains, some scholars thought that Yue

and regret, and ambition of defeating enemy were all coincident

Fei couldn’t arrive there during Jin-Song wars. They were the
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boundary between the Ming Dynasty and Tartar, Oirat. There were

The heroic spirits soar straight up into the sky,

often at wars around the Helan Mountains. So the author could be

To swear allegiance: avenge my emperors and wipe out

some general in the Ming Dynasty, for example, Wang Yue. In my
opinion, the Helan Mountains and Huns in the following part of

insult,
Kill the enemies and welcome my emperors back,

the original text could be seen as allusions — the Helan Mountains

Not for high position or large fortune.

represented those mountain strongholds near the border, and Huns

This poem was written when Yue Fei suppressed a rebel in

represented alien invaders. It was mainly because the war between

Jiangxi Province. However, it was not collected in Jin Tuo Cui

the Han Dynasty and Huns was the first time the Han nationality

Bian, but in Bin Tui Lu, a historical anecdotal note by Zhao Yushi

defeated nomad’s incursion, and the Helan Mountains was

in the Southern Song Dynasty. In this way, it was possible that

important stronghold in the northwest. So Yue Fei was also likely

Man Jiang Hong was left out like this poem by coincidence. From

to write about the Helan Mountains as an allusion in his work, just

my point of view, it’s a fact that Yue Ke didn’t collect exhaustedly.

to show his determination to beat invaders far away from his

But Man Jiang Hong was the unique and most representative one.

country.

So it was almost impossible to be left out.

To summarize Section two, first, Man Jiang Hong was

Second，if not because of being left out, why Man Jiang

unlikely to be written by someone in the Ming Dynasty, mainly

Hong was not collected in Jin Tuo Cui Bian? And why it was not

because that people in the Ming Dynasty didn’t suffer a national

recorded in any other books in the Southern Song Dynasty or Yuan

subjugate and they didn’t have such shame and hatred like people

Dynasty? It was really strange that almost no record could be

in the Song Dynasty. It was illogical to refer to the Jingkang

found in official or personal bibliographies, even no quotation or

Incident. Second, Yue Fei was the most probable author of Man

mention in other works or books in those times. I think it was

Jiang Hong. Though he was a general, he was also competent to

mainly because of political reasons and ethnic problems.

write literary works. By analyzing the content of Man Jiang Hong

As the representative of anti-Jin party, Yue Fei disputed with

and contrasting it with other compositions of Yue Fei, heroism and

Emperor Gaozong and his Prime Minister Qin Hui, the

patriotism, hatred of the invaders and loyalty to the emperor,

representative of capitulationism clique. Yue Fei advocated

experience of combat, ambition to recover the lost territories,

fighting against the Jin invaders and rescuing Emperor Huizong

heroic style and structure of the composition, and historical

and Qinzong while Gaozong and Qin Hui preferred to sue for

background were all coincident with Yue Fei. In addition, Yue Fei

peace. On the one hand, Gaozong became the new emperor only

was more likely to express heroism, patriotism and loyalty by a

because his father and brother were captured by invaders. What if

prose poem than someone in the Ming Dynasty.

they returned back? Who was the true owner of the whole empire?

3. Explanation for Literature and Bibliography

On the other hand, anti-Jin party and capitulationism clique were
opposite groups in the court. Qin Hui worried that their benefit and

By analyzing the original text and historical materials, we can

position would be threatened if anti-Jin party became more and

come to a conclusion that Man Jiang Hong reflected Yue Fei’s

more powerful. So even when the final victory was forthcoming,

experience and patriotism. It was also coincident with Yue Fei’s

Gaozong delivered 12 Gold Boards (used for urgent command) in

other works both in content and style. There is a strong possibility

all to order Yue Fei to withdraw his army. Disappointed and

that Yue Fei was the real author. But the main question is why

helpless, Yue Fei came back Lin’an. Before long he was thrown

there was no documentation of Man Jiang Hong in the Southern

into jail on a fabricated charge and executed. Twenty years later,

Song Dynasty, Jin Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty, especially it was not

Yue Fei was proved innocent and got posthumous titles afterward.

collected in Jin Tuo Cui Bian. Generally speaking, a composition

Nevertheless, it was a truth that Yue Fei had conflict with the

or a book could be recorded more or less in later bibliographies or

powers and he was murdered by them for their political interests

books. How to explain this question from literature and

and power. It was a taboo to criticize the emperor in ancient China.

bibliography angle? And why it appeared frequently in the middle

Instead, people only blamed Qin Hui for Yue Fei’s death. While

period of the Ming Dynasty?

Yue Lin and Yue Ke vindicated and honored Yue Fei in Jin Tuo

First, why Man Jiang Hong was not collected in Jin Tuo Cui

Cui Bian, they also had to avoid showing any disrespect for

Bian? If the author were Yue Fei, it would be his most

imperial power. Man Jiang Hong was Yue Fei’s most

representative work, as has been analyzed in Section Two above.

representative work which reflected his hatred to the Jin invaders

Yue Fei sometimes wrote on the way to the march, and therefore

and determination to kill them and recover territories.

his son and grandson sought and collected his remaining works

Consequently, they might leave it out deliberately when compiling

nationwide after he was executed by Qin Hui. But Yue Lin and

Jin Tuo Cui Bian for political reasons.

Yue Ke failed to collect exhaustively. There were still some other

When in the Jin Dynasty and Yuan Dynasty, Man Jiang Hong

works found afterwards. For example, Inscription on the Wall of

might even become a taboo in society. During the reign of the

Xiao Temple in Qingni:

northern nomad, they enslaved and discriminated against the Han
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people. Mongolians even divided all the people into four classes

After that, in the middle and late Ming Dynasty, there were

— Mongolians was the highest while Han people from the Song

menaces from all directions — at first Mongolia intruded from

Dynasty was the lowest. They hated those who had fight with

time to time in the north, then Japanese pirates infested in

them before. We have no direct evidence to prove that Man Jiang

southeast coastal areas, then Jurchen rose unexpectedly in the

Hong was not allowed to be spread in the Jin and Yuan Dynasties.

northeast and finally destroyed the Ming Dynasty. That the Ming

But in the Qing Dynasty, another empire established by northern

Dynasty consistently extended and reinforced the Great Wall after

nomad in Chinese history, when Emperor Qianlong organized

the Tumu Crisis and Qi Jiguang was the most famous general of

scholars to compile Complete Library in the Four Branches of

great honor in the Jiajing period were also examples. Under such

Literature, he ordered to destroy millions of books and archives

circumstances, both rulers and common people were badly in need

that were bad for his rule, and tamper lots of words scornful, for

of courageous and competent generals like Yue Fei. People

instance, Hu (a disparaging term for the northern barbarian

preached patriotism and heroism in that time. As a result, the court

nomads). Works of those who were suspected of participating in

again and again granted titles for Yue Fei. And there were a large

anti-Qing activities, for instance, Qian Qianyi, were severely

amount of literary works honored Yue Fei, for example, Tumb of

suppressed. In this way, we could conjecture that the Han literati's

King Yue by Gao Qi, Record of Yue Fei’s Allegiance by Xiong

works had same suffering in the period of the Jin and Yuan

Damu. Man Jiang Hong was a composition to express the

Dynasties. Moreover, Man Jiang Hong not only expressed the

determination to defeat enemies and defend the country. It could

author’s determination to defeat invaders and recover the lost

be easily to inspire people’s patriotism and fighting spirit. So it

territories, but also used some aggressive and racism words like

might be wide spread in such circumstance.

“to feast on the flesh of the Hu invaders” and “quench our thirst
with Huns blood”. Nomadic archons couldn’t allow such a poem

Conclusion

to be spread in their empires. Because of political reasons and

The real author of Man Jiang Hong was Yue Fei, the famous

ethnic problems, Man Jiang Hong was probably a taboo from the

patriotic general in the Southern Song Dynasty. Although it was

Southern Song Dynasty to Yuan Dynasty. Under pressure of rulers,

not recorded in Jin Tuo Cui Bian or any other books in the

people took care not to record or refer to it both in official and

Southern Song Dynasty, Jin Dynasty or Yuan Dynasty, the

personal areas.

determination to defeat invaders and recover territories it

Third, now that Man Jiang Hong was likely to be suppressed

expressed were coincident with Yue Fei. The historical background

in the Jin and Yuan Dynasties, why it reappeared considerably

was also related to Jingkang Incident. Heroic style, content and

under the name Yue Fei in the Mid-Ming Dynasty? Although Man

structure had similarities with Yue Fei’s other works. Man Jiang

Jiang Hong was not recorded openly in the Jin and Yuan Dynasties,

Hong might be a taboo for political and ethnic reasons so that it

it was not lost. The story of Yue Fei, the patriotism and heroism of

was not allowed to be spread openly in those dynasties. However,

him and his most representative work Man Jiang Hong were

after Tumu Crisis in the middle Ming Dynasty, people called for

circulated among the people all the time.

courageous and competent generals because of constant incursions

As has been shown in Section One, Man Jiang Hong was

from alien invaders. So anti-Jin stories of Yue Fei were preached

collected in Records on Loyalty by Yuan Chun in 1451. Then it

and Yue Fei was highly evaluated. Man Jiang Hong reappeared

was inscribed on the stone tablet in Yue Fei Temple in Tangyin in

and was wide spread among the people in such circumstance.

1458 and another temple in Hangzhou in 1498. Then it was
collected in Works Left of Yue Fei by Xu Jie in 1536. So Man Jiang
Hong’s reappearance happened after Tumu Crisis, when Emperor
Yingzong was captured by Oirat invaders in 1449 and the capital
Beijing was also besieged. At that time, many ministers were so
terrified that they suggested moving the capital to Nanjing.
However, Yu Qian was firmly opposed to migrating southward

--------------------------------------------------------------------
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